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EFFECTS OF PERSONAL SPACE INVASION AND ANOMIA ON

ANXIETY , NONPERSON ORIENTATION, AND SOURCE CREDIBILITY

by

udee K. Hestonl

In an effort to provide a comprehnsive examinaeon of
the process of communication, researchers have broadened the
focus of their investigations to include nonverbal and sociolog-
ical variables. Two such variables that appear to have related,
indirect impact on communication are personal space invasion
and anomie.

Personal space invasion is a nonverbal communication
construct taken from the study of proxemics, which concerns
man's structuring and perception of space (Watson 197D).
Its relevance to communication is in the potential effects
of a violation of personal space. Anomie, a concept familar
to sociologists, is a'derivative of anomie, which is a societal
neurosis. Its relevance to both communication and personal
space invasion is in its extensiveness and its manifestations,
which include anxiety, nonperson orientation and changes in

coptions of source credibility. These are three of the
same potential responses to an invasion of personal space.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Personnl S_ace Invasione-
. _

p resonal space refers to a person's perceived self-
boundaries. The boundaries are invisible and enclose a space
which has been likened to a bubble. Personal space is port-
able and may expand or contract. According to Hall (1959),
each individual's boundaries are relatively stable, but they
fluctuate for different types of interactions. An invasion
of personal space occurs:

when those not entitled to entrance or use nevertheless
cross the boundaries and interrupt, halt, take over or
change the social meaning of the territory -(Lyman and
Scott, 1967).

In American culture, a person is likely to experience discomfort
if another persot moves closer than 30 to 36 inches, except in
intimate relations (Hall, 1959).
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invasions of personal space strongly reveal the
impan, or a spatial invasion on a person's behavior. The
following responses have been observed: (a) flight (Fell_
and Entailer 1966), (b) change in body orientation (Felipe
andEbmmcr 1966; Patterson, Mullens and Romano, 1971; Patterson
and Sechrest, 1970), (c) reduced eye contact (Argyle and Donn.
1965; Goldberg, Kiesler and Collins, 1967), (d) componsnvoty
behaviors such as pulling in elbows or placing a hand or
elbow between self and the experimenter (Felipe and sommtr,
1966; Patterson, et. al., 1971) and under threatening
conditions, (e) increased eye contact (Mehrabian, 1968).

These overt behaviors are symptomatic of anxiety and a

nonperson orientation and imply an effect on the subject's

perception of the intruder.

A person's anxiety resulting from personal space invasi

mry be inferred from his observed coping behaviors. Argyle

and Dean (1965) in their study of eye behavior observed that

when subjects were placed within two feet of each other, they

coped with their apparent discomfort by trying to move their

seats further apart, leaning backward, looking down, shading
their eyes, scratching their heads and in other ways reducing

the intimacy of the situation. A variety of library, institu-
tional and outdoor studies (Baxter and Deanovitch, 1970; Felipe

and Sommer, 1966; Garfinkel, 1964; Patterson, et, al., 1971;

Sommer, 1959, 1969) produced similar findings. Two additional

studies have measured anxiety more directly. Williams (1960)

found that subjects with high chronic (trait) anxiety judged

the distance between themselves and their partners as signifi-

cantly closer than their less anxious partners perceived it.

In a physiological study (McBride, King and Jones, 1965), as the

experimenter's proximity to the subject increased, the subject's

csa increased with CSR's at one to three feet significantly

higher an at nine feet.

The second possible effect of a violation of personal space

is nonperson orientation. A person with a high degree of non-
person orientation regards others as objects rather than persons.
This orieutation may be regarded as a coping behavior to reduce

anxiety or replace it. Studies by McBride, et. al. (1965) and

Horowitz, Duff and Stratton (1964) indicate that a person is less
anxious in closc proximity to an object than to a person, which

suqgests'that increased nonperson orientation would serve to

recluce anxiety by relegating the invader to an object status.

Sommer (1969) concluded from his library studies that a spatial

invasion occurs only when the invader is regarded as a person:

A nonperson cannot invade someone's
,

personal space
anymore than a tree or a chair can. It is common
under certain conditions for one person to react to
another as an object or part of the background. (p.24)



A third potential response to an invasion of personal
space is changes in source credibility. If a person responds
to a violation of his personal space by being more anxious and
r:JN7Irding the intruder as a nonprson, hi: evaluation of that
p3on who caused his anxiety is likely to change. Patterson
and Sechrost (1970) found that differences in distances between
an intcrviuwLr and interviewee affected credibility ratings.- IL
should therefor,. follow that when the emotions are also aroused
through a perceived invasion of personal space, that rosetions
to the invader should be even more pronounced.

Auomia is the individual form of the sociological construct
of anomie, which is an acculturated neurosis. Anomie in a
society produces anomie in an individual. Anemia may be defined
as the failure to understand or internalize society's norms and
values. The anomie individual may be extremely insecure, he may
substitute means for ends as the goals in his life; and/or he
may be suicidal (Ackerman and parsons, 1967). Elmore (1965)
found anomie to be most characterized by feelings of meaning
lessness, powerlessness, hopelessness, aloneness, and_close-
mindedness. Carried to its extreme, anemia becomes alienation.
As defined by Marx (Fromm, 1968

...man does not experience himself as the acting
agent in his grasp of the world, but that the
world (nature, others, and he himself) remain
alien to him. They stand above and against him
as objects...Alienation is essentially experi-
encing the world and oneself passively, rcep-
tively, as the subject separated from the
object. (p. 14)

The significance of anomia to communication is its exten-
.,ivity. A variety of scientists, psychologists and sociologists
(cf. Dean, 1961; Einstein, 1949; Friedenberg, 1959; Jackson,
1965; Seeman, 1959; Shore and Massimo, 1969) have all concluded
that anomie and alienation are pervasive in our society. Some
of the reasons cited for extensive anomie include too much
prosperity producing unlimited, unfulfilled wants (Durheim,
1931); competition for status generating insecurities, tensions
anti hostilities (Janowitz, 1956); the techno-industrial
revolution (Gerston, 1965); disenchantment with consumption and
leisure (Cerston, 1965); and adult transmission of their
dissppointments and frustrations to the young (Noshpitz, 1970).

Anomie may affect communication through three of its poten-
tial manifestations, the first of which is anxiety. The anomie
individual's sense of meaninglessness .and valuelessness leads to
a general state of anxiety. Barta(1963) and Shoemaker (1968)
surd that there were direct-correlations between hostility
td anxiety.
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The seccnd manifestation is high nonperson orientation
Althouh there is no empirical foundation for a relationship
between a nonperson orientation and anomia, anomie by definition
res'llts in nonperson orientation (Fromm, 1955). Confronted with
continual stress, modern man must of necessity become desensitized
to cope with his persistent anxiety. His desensitization manifof-lts
itseit partly in a high nonperson orientation: by regArdin some
people as objects, he eliminates the perceived threat to his
security and integrity.

The third potential manifestation is different perceived
credibility of others by anomics. The predictions for an anomie
person's. ratings oZ another's credibility are equally lacking in
empiriCal foundation. Two opposite predir ons can be made. On
the one hand, the anomie individual has 1 .- self-esteem and is
high in authoritarianism, which might lead to a high evaluation
of others, especially those perceived as authorities. en the
other hand, the anomie individual perceives communication denial
from others (Giffin, 1970; Heston and Anderson, 1972) and has a
generalized distrust of others (Merton, 1964). Both of these
characteristics lead to the expectation that the anomie person
would ra:e others lower on credibility. Whichever the direction
of the ratings, the implication is that anomics will .ite others
rlifferently than non-anomics will because of their different
orientation to the world and to other people.

OFMERATICM OF HYPOT27SES

The research c9 ted showed that both anomia and personal space
invason should aL4-4- the variables of anxiety, nonperson cynien-
aien, c_,d source crei__ility Mo previous research xami©d the
interaction of the -0:,lo independent variables. The literature on
anNiety suggested that a personal space invasion would excessively
heighten their anlqety, causing them to cope by regarding the
ntruer 03 a nonocrson In contrast, the normal'person, having
no initial anxiety would respond with increased situational
anxiety. These epecolations led to the following two hypotheses:

1. Anolcs will exhibit a higher level of nonperson
crientatimn when their person 1.. is invAded'than
when it is not.
When personal space is invaded, anomics will e h Imit

less situational anxiety than normals.

The research on anxiety indicated that an invasion of personal

space should increase anxiety, regardless of the anomie level.

This lee, to Hypothesis 3:

Subjects will exhibit more situational anxiety when
their personal space is invaded than when it i_s not,



The literature on nonperson .orientation suggested that personal
space invasion increased nonperson orientation and that enemies,
(1: le to their chronic anxiety, will cope by adopting a high level
of nonper-on orientation. These conclusions produced Hypotheses
4 and 5:

Subjects will exhibit a higher nonperson orientation
when their personal space is invaded than when it
is not.
Anomics will have a higher nonperson orientation
than normals.

The research on source credibility posited that proximity affects
credibility, but the findings were too limited to produce
specific, directional hypotheses. Similarly, literature on
anemia suggested that anomics would differ from non- atomics in
their perceptions of credibility but it was an inadequate basis
for directional hypotheses. The two resultant hypotheses on
credibility were

6. Subjects will rate an interviewer differently on
the dimensions of source credibility when their
personal space is invaded than when it is net.

7. Anomics will rate an interviewer differently then
normals on the dimensions of source credibility.

Fizilly, previous studies had established correlations among
aliunation, anomie and trait anxiety. These studies were repli-
cated through the testing of the following two hypotheses:

8. Alienation scores will correlate with anemia scores.

9. Trait anxiety scores will correlate with alienation
and anomie scores.

EXPU1l NTAL PROCEDURES

Selection of Subjects
Subjects were chosen by administering a combination of the

Srole Anomie Scale (1956) and the Dean Alienation Scale (1961)
to 310 students in the basic commnnieation course at Illinois
State University. The 14 males' and 14 females with the highest
scores and the 14 males and 14 females with the lowest scores
were used as subjects.

The Src le Anomie Scale contains five items with which the
respondent may agree or disagree. For this study, each item
was given a six point range from strongly agree to strongly dis-
agre. The scale has a reliability of .90 (Miller, 1970).
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The Dean Alienation Scale is a twenty -four item Likert
scale which measures three components of alienation : pocr-

sn6s, normlessness and social alienation. The total scale
h s a reliability of .78 when corrected (miller, 1970).

Exrlorimenta 1 Desi011

The study employed a 2 x 2 factorial design. Subject-- W('I-0

classified as normals (low scores) or anomics (high scores) and
placed in one of two conditions: personal space invasion or no
invasion. In the invasion condition, a male confederate sat
next to the subject, moving his chair and body as close to the

subject as possible without touching. The confederate was in-
structed to position his legs, arms, head and torso to come
within twelve inches of the subject. In actuality, the distance
maintained averaged from six inches to near touching. In the

no invasion condition, the confederate sat approximately four
feet from the subject, with the chairs facing obliquely toward
one another.

Half of the anomics and half of the normals were placed in

each condition. hex was controlled by having seven males and
seven females in each of the four cells.

EXPERIMENTAL DES I N: 2 FACTORIAL DESIGN

Invasion No Invasion

Anomics 7 Males 7 Males
7 Females 7 Females

Norma is 7 Males 7 Males
7 Females 7 Females

Experimental Sating

The actual experiment too place in a communication labor-
a:ory filled with randomly plae," camera equipment, chairs and
a table. The subjects were told they would be participating in
a role-playing experiment, with the confederate assigned the
role of interviewer and the subject assigned the role of inter-
viewee. The sameconfederate was used for all interviews. The
topic assigned was student political involvement. Each inter-
view lasted five minutes.

Following each interview, the confederate and subject were
sent to separate rooms to complete the anxiety, credibility and
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nonperson orientation measures. The confederate did not actually
complete any of the measures.

Measurement

Subjeets.were tested for situational anxiety by using the
State Anxiety Inventory. This scale measures a person's trans-
itory anxiety (Spielberger, 1966). It asks the person to respond
to the degree to which 20 statements describe how he feels at
that particular time. The test has a reliability of .83 to .92
(Spielberger, Gorsuch and Lushene, 1968).

The nonperson orientation was meaeuxed by having subjects
write a brief essay describing the situation they had just
experienced The number cf statements making reference to the
interviewer were counted and compared to the total number of
statements. The ratio derived indexed a subject's person orien-
tation; the inverse indexed his nonperson orientation. This
measurement technioue was pre-tested in a pilot study. Eight
subJeetswereinterviewed,halfwtheir personal spacehalf
invaded and half without. Each subject then completed the essay.
The essays were examined for any difficulties in coding sentences.
It was decided that references to the actual interviewer would
be counted while generic references would not

Source credibility was measured by using 15 semantic differ-
ential adjective pairs representing peer credibility scales.
These scales have been developed by McCroskey and his associates
at Illinois State University but have not yet been formally
reported in the literature. For a preliminary report see
McCroskey, Scott and Young, 0971). The scales have a reliability
greater than .90. The items selected represent the five dimen-
sions of character, competence, composure, extroversion and
sociability.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

The folk wing operational definitions were. used

Anomic--a subject with a high combined score on the Sroie
Anemia Scale and the Dean Alienation Inventory.

2. NormaL--a subject with _ou_combined score on the Srole
Anomiis Scale and the Dean Alienation TnventorY.

No personal space invasionno intrusion of a subject's
personal space by another person. Previous research and
theory indicated a three foot boundary for personal space;



To insure no perception of an invasion, the interviewer
was instructed to maintain at least a'four foot distance.

4. Personal space invasion-- penetration of a subject's personal
space by another person. Because perceptions of invasions
differ, the interviewer was instructed to move to within
one foot of the subject to insure that he perceived the
proximity as an invasion. This is within the range defined
--Hall (1959) as intimate di-stance, which is inappropriate
for conversation with a stranger.

Situ tion 1 anxiety - -a score on the State Anxiety inventory.

6. Chronic anxiety - -a. cci,e on the Trait Anxiety Inventory.

Nonperson orientation--the inverse of a ratio on a short
written essay of the number of sentences referring to the
interviewer compared to the total number of sentences.

8 Source credibility--ratings on 15 semantic differential items
comprising the five dimensions of character, composure,
competence, extroversion, and sociability.

STATISTICAL DESIGN

The hypotheses related to the dependent variable of situ,.
-ational anxiety were analyzed through a two-way analysis of
covariance, with Trait Anxiety as the covariant. The alpha
level for significance was .05.

The hypotheses related to the 'dependent variables of nonperson
orieatation and source credibility were analyzed through a two--

way analyasis of variance, with an alpha level for significance
set at .05.

The correlational hypotheses were analyzed through a Pearson
Product-Moment Correlation. A level of .40 was accepted as
moderate correlation. A level of .60 or above was accepted as
a high correlation.

RESULTS

To insure that at least 14 subjects per cell would -atisfac-
torily complete the interview and measurements, 72 subjects
were requested to report for the interview. After dropping out
subjects who demonstrated a response set (i.e, marked all of
their answers atone end of the scale), who were uncooperative
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refused to comply with instructions), who through their
essays indicated ewareness of the purpose of the study, or who
were _absent, 58 subjects remained. The two subjects ,Qhose com-bined ancmla asad alienation scores were closest to the mean
(i.e. demonstrated high and low anomie) were then also dropped.
To verify that the remaining suejects had been balanced in their
assignment to the two conditions and that anomics were signifi-
cantly different than normals, an analysis of variance W88 run
on alienation and anomie scores of the subjects. The F-ratios
and cell means are reported in Table 1. They indicate that on
both measures, normals were significantly different than anomics.
The cell means reveal that assignment of subjects to the invasion
and no invasion conditions was balanced (i.e. there was no
significant difference between cells within the normal and anomie
condition

Situational anxiety
Table 2 presents the cell means and summary of the analysis

of variance and analysis of covariance on the situational anxiety
scores. While the analysis of variance produced a significant
column effect for anomie in the opposite -direction of Hypothesis
2, when the scores were covaried with Trait anxiety, the differ-
ence disappeared so that Hypothesis 2 was not confirmed. No
significant row effect for personal space invasion was found,
which meant that Hypothesis 3 also was not confirmed.

Nonperson Orientation
Before analyz ing the results ©n nonperson orientation, an

arcsin transformation was performed on the data to normalize it
and stabilize the variance. The actual computed ratios are in
terms of a person orientation. A high score indicates a person
orientation, a low score, a nonperson orieneation. Table 3
presents the cell means and analysis of variance summary for the
transformed nonperson orientation scores. A comparison of the
cell means for anomics in the invasion condition to anomics in
the no invasion condition failed to confirm Hypothesis 1. Hypoth-esis 4 was not confirmed: there was not a significant row effect
for invasion of personal space. The results.do show a significant
column effect, providing confirmation for Hypothesis 5.

Source g1,19AfALLL'a

The results on the five dimensions of source credibility are
reported in Tables 4 through 8. The.potential range of scores
is from 3 to 21 for each-dimension, with the :Ugh scores repre-
senting high credibility. Hypothesis 6 was only partially con -
firmed: on the dimension of sociability, a significant row effect
for spatial invasion was found. No significant differences
between invasion and no invasion were found for the dimensions
of extroversion, character, competence and composure. No signifi-
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cant column effnets for anomie. vere rid, although there vas a
trend, significant at the .10 alpha ic.'vel for the dimension of
extroversion. Mince this vas the only trend, Hypothesis 7 was
consiLered as not confirmed.

CorreTations

Supplementary correlational analyses were performed to
detaminc the relationship between specific nriahies present
in this investiation. A Product-Moment correlation between
Anomie and Alienation .was sigJaificant (r .63). Additionally,
there were statistically significant correlations between Trait
Anxiety and Alienation (r WI) and Trait Anxiety and /Anomie
(r = .23). These correlations confirmed Hypotheses 7 and 9. An
analysis of variance of trait anxiety further confirmed Hypoth-
esis 12 (nee TeEle 9).

DISCUSSION.

A

Hynothesis 2, that anomics ehiiit less situational anxiety
normals vhen their personal s'oace in invaded, and Hypoth-

esis 2, that subjects have greater situat5onal anriety w their
personal space in iuvaded than when it is not, were not confirmed.
These findings can most easily be aributed to failure of the
invasion induction to take. Previous field studies have shown
that an invasion oJ2 personal space produces responses that are
symptomatic of The failure to induce anxiety in this
investi-taion is therafore probably -lie to the laboratory netting.
This explanation is supported by the fact that mlny subjects
expressed suspicions about the nature of the experiment. A rep-
lication of this study in a field setting (or better di_suined
leoratory) woul d probably creae more anxiety because such an
invanion would be unexpected and unexplainable.

An alrerriaave explanation for the failure to find sinifi-
cance on thesehynotheses is that th e state Anxiety Inventory
in a veak instumelY7:. Partial support for this v:ew comes from
the essays. In any instances, the subjects reported
uncomfortable, yet the instrument apparently did not tap this
anxiety. A .7exot-::' possible weakness of the instrument is its
use of the present tense. Its current wording is likely to
cause subjects to respond more accordin3 to generalized anxiety
or their state fellowing the interview rather than their state
during the interview (although they were instructed to respond to
the inter-Jiew oituation). The validity of this criticism is
supported by the fact that an analysis of variance on stare
anxiety, be-fere covarying it with trait anxiety, produced,

% ,



the same results as the trait anxiety analysis of variance: si
nificant differences between anomics and normals and no other

':;s (see Tables 3 and 9). Covariance therefore would have
removed any differences. If this study were to be replicated
it would be advisable to reword the items in the past tense to
counteract this problem.

Nonperson Crienta tion

Hypothesis 1, that anomics have a hither level of nonperson
orientation when their personal space is invaded than when it
is not, was not confirmed. The results may have been due to the
anomics already having high nonperson orientation, which would
allow them to cope with both chronic and situational anxiety
without become n2; more nonperson oriented.

Hypothesis 4, that an invasion of personal space increases
a nonperson orientation, was not confirmed. There are two
p ssble explanations. The first is that a person's nonperson
orientation is a stable characteristic not subject to imauance
by a spat: el invasion. This explanation would contradict the
assertions of Sommer (1969) and Fast 1970) . The seconc more
likely e:cplanation, is that cited wove: the subjectS disrf7.!:-.!;arded
the invasion. If the subjects did riot become anxious as a result
of the invasion, then there would be no expectation of an in-
creased nonperson orientation as a copip3 response. Alterna-
tively, the suhlects may have been unaffected by the invasion
because they were denied the choice of refusing to acknowledge
or interact with the interviewer. Studies such as Argyle'and
Dean (1965) anal r7ommer (1969) have shown that a natural response
is avoidance or fliht. Since this option was not available
to the subieets, the- may have coped Ly ignoring the invasion.

Hypothesis 5, that anomics have a higher level otenonperson
orientation than.normals, was confirmed. This may be interpreted
to mean that persons who are anomie relegate others to nonperson
status; they are less conscious of or concerned about the pres-
ence of others than are non-anomics. The implication for com-
munication is that anomie may inhibit effective communication
because the.anomic person does not relate well to other people.
If he regards another individual as a nonperson, he is not likely
to attend well to him, to empathize with him or to be influenced
by him. Rather, he is likely to avoid communication with such
persons. In addition, the essays reveal that enemies encode
differently than normals: they encode fewer references to others
in their envirenment. Future research should further Consider
the effects of nonperson orientation on actual encoding and
decoding behaviors_ on perception, and on evaluative responses.
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The results of Hypothesis 5 may also be-regarded as vali-
dation for the essay ratio as an instrument for measuring non-
perse:1 orientation. The essay clearly distinguished differences
beL:ween high and low anomie persons in their reporting of the
interview situation: the normal (low anomie) subjects showd
much greater awareness of the interviewer's behavior and per-
ceived feelings.

Source Credibiltti_

Hypothesis 6, that subjects rate an interviewer differently
On source credibility when he invades personal space than when
he does not, was only partially confirmed. On the dimension of
sociability, the interviewer was rated lower when he invaded
space, This is reasonable to expect because an invasion should
make the subject uncomfortable, causing him to .derogate the
source of that discomfort. This finding may also be accounted
for by the fact that excessive proximity is socially unacceptable
behavior in our culture. -such a violation of norms would most
like y be reflected in a low rating on the sociability dimension.

The failure to find any other significant effects on cred-
ibility from a violation of personal space may be attributable
to two problems, a small sample size and differential perceptions
of .the invasion by the subjects. An examination of the within
cell variances showed that they were highly discrepant, which
mediatecregainst obtaining significant resultL. A replication
with a larger sample size would tend to-stabilize and reduce the
within variances. and allow for an ade.:!uate testing of the hypoth-
esis.

Hypothesis 7, that anomics rate an interviewer dtff _rently
on source credibility then normals, was essentially not con-
firmed. Only one trend toward anomicp rating the interviewer
as more extroverted was found. This may have been due to the
atomics_ characteristic apathy causing him to perceive a grater
contrast between himself and others. Under this interpretation,
normals would naturally be perceived as more extroverted. The
-snomic's low self-esteem might also cause him to perceive others
as more outgoing. As for the lack of differences on the other
dimensions, the same problems of small sample size and large
within variances mi.tlgated Against a valid test of the hypothesis.

Correlations

Hypothesis '3, that alienation correlates with anomia, was
confirmed. The correlation was high, accounting for 40% of the
variance. This finding justifies the use of both scales for
tapping the anomie-alienation syndrome since it reveals that the
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scales are interrelated but not isomorphic. The combination of
the to scales encompasses more .aspects of the Syndrome thanac ,Le alone. However, since the two scales are not com-
pltely overlapping, alienation and anomia should be studied
conjointly to predict comMunication behaviors.

Hypothesis 9, that trait anxiety correlates with alienation
and anomie, was confirmed, but the correlation with alienation
was only moderate and the correlation with anomia was small.
These findings confirm that anxiety is a frequent concomitant of
alienation and. anomie but that it does not have high predictive
value for either syndrome. These findings also substantiate
that the anomie and alienation scales are not identical.

SUMMARY OF LIMITATIONS

The methodological problems involved in this investigation
were many. A major problem was the small sample size. A second
problem was the apparent failure of the invasion induction to
talce. Factors that cppid have been responsible for this were
the laboratory setting, which could have caused suspension of
natural reactions, and differential perceptions of the invasion
by the subject. Third, the State Armiety Scale may have been an
inappropriate instrument for tapping situational anxiety, if any
existed.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Although the results of this investigation are limited, the
methodological problems involved are probably largely responsible
for the lack of significance. Despite these problems, some
trends are apparent. The finding that anomics view others as
nonpersons and perceive one aspect of source credibility differ-
ently than nomels suggests that the syndrome of anomie may
affect communication. Further, the essay responses indicate
that enemies encode .differently than normals. Rather than
abandoning this variable, this study needs replication with a
larger sample in a less suspicious setting with more precise
instruments for measuring the dependent. variables. Other studies
have already found that anomics do not interact well with others
and that theyperceive-communication dental on the part of others.
The past findings plus the results of this investigation warrant
additional research into the effect's. of anomie on communication.
Little is known about different message behavior, nonverbal
styles, or language patterns in high versus low anomics. The
interact ion patterns-of high-and low anomics also need further.
inveJtigation. It-would be interesting to know if the failures
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to resolve conflict through communication are partially attribu-
table to anomie-induced distrust and withdrawal from cofilcauni-:'
cation.- if anomie is found to interact with communication
behaviors, the enduring nature of the syndrome may predict a
consistent communication pattern.

The general lack of support for the hypothesized relation-
ships about -invasion of personal space is also disappointing.
Earlier research seemed to suggest an interaction between anomia
and reactions to invasion of personal space. The methodological
problems previously discussed probably mediated the effect.
Rather than abandoning what appears to be a worthwhile theoret-
ical issue, new operational definitionA that c'an adequately test
they bypochoops nopa to be Hervlsod.



TABLE 1

CELL MANS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY OF ANO A AND
ALIENATION SCORES IN EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

ALIENATIO.
CONDITION MEAN

ANOMLA
MEAN

A. MFANS_

Normal- Invasion 31.79 10.50-
Normal: No Invasion 32.50 11.36
Anomic: Iavasion 62.00 20.50
Anemic: No invasion 60.00 19.29

B. -ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE SUMMARY

Fcol (Anomia) 161.12*
Frow (Invasion) 0..19 0.06
Pint (A < I) 2.15

.001



TABLE 2

CELL MEANS AND ANALSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE
SUMMARY OF SITUATIONAL ANXIETY SCORES**

C7LL ANT,2

CONDITION ADJ. MEAN

Normal: Invasion 37.36 38.3G
Normal: No Invasion 30,57 37.40
Anomie: Invasion. 44.79 43.90
Anemic: No Invasion 40.71 39.24

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY

=

SOURCE OF VARIANCE SS DF F

Anemia 468.69 1 468.69 S4*
Invasion 82.62 02.62 .S5-
Anemia x Invasion 37.69 1 37.69 0.
within Cells 5031.90 52 96.77

Total 5620 55
6r6

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE SUMMARY

OURCE (ADJUSTED) SS

Anomia
invasio
Anemia x Invasion
Withiel Cells

Total

5

**pot ential rang e o scale 20 (low anxiety) to 80 (high)

55.70
154.10
34.2

4578.67

4822.

df MS F

1 55.70 0.6
1 154.18 1.72
1 34.28 .q0

,32 89.78

55



TABLE

CELL MEANS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE UMMARY OF ARCSIN
TRANSFORMED NONPERSON ORIENTATION SCORES**

Normal:
Normal:
Anomir.:
Anomic:

Invasion
No Invasion
InvaSion
No Invasion

1_
1.75
1.06
1.12

ANALYTIc. OF VARIANCE RY

SCURCE OF VARIANCE SS df

Anornia 1 5.28 10.91*
Invasion 0.07 1 0.07 0.15
Anomia x Invasion 0.01 1 0.01 0.00

C lls 25.14 52 0.48

Tote 1 30.5 55

1p <.05
**A high score represents a person orientation; a

score represents nonperson orient tion.,



TABLE 4

CELL MEANS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
OF COMPETENCE DIMENSION SCORES

CONDITION MAN

Normal:
Normal:
Anomie:
Anomie:

Invasion
Na Invasion
Invasion
No Invasion

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARYVARIA

14.21
14.57
15.14
15.14

OF VARIANCE SS df MS

Anomia 7 .
rr 1 7.88 .57

Invasion .44' 1 .44 .03

Anomia x Invasion .45 1 .45 .03

Within Cells 717.22 52 13.79-

Total 725,99 55



'CELL MEANS Ali
OF CHA

TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
CTER DIMENSION SCORES

71_,L mArs

CONDITION IL' AN

Normal:
Normal:
Anomie:
Anomie:

ANA

Invasion
No Invasion
Invasion
No Invasion

mak. 4. .ff

rF VARIAN

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

rt.

RY

15.64
17.
17
17.14

SS df

ime

F

A nc 4.02
in 13.02 13.02 1
Anemia Ir. Invasion 21.86 21.86 2.73
Within Cells 416.09 52 8.00

Total 55



TABLE 6

CELL MEATS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
OF COMPOSURE DIMENSION SCORES

CELL MEANS

CONS -,c1I('N

Normal:
Nonnal:
Anomie:
Anomie:

invasion
No Invasion
invasion
No Invasion

ANALYSIS OF V, INCE 1RY

SOURCE CF VARIANCE.

16.00
13
16.50
16.71

df F

Anomia 39.45 39.45 .42
Invasion 13.0 1 13.02 .20

AnomLa x InvasionIn -s 19.44 1 19.44 1.20
Within Cell s C46.03 52 16.27

TO 917.99 5



TABLE 7

CELL MEANS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
OF SOCIABILITY DIMENSION SCORES

CELL MEANS

CONDITION

Norma/:
Normal:
Anomic:
Anomie:

Invasion
No invasion
Invasion
No invasion

16.29
18.07
1G.C6
10.21

A ?.AL SIE OF VARIANCE

SOURCE OF VARIANCE

RY

df MS

Anomia
Invasion
Anomia x Invasion
Within Cells

1.00
34.50

.63
285.C8

1

1

1

52

55

1.80
34.58

.63
5.50

6

.11



TABLE 0

CELL MEANS AND ANALYSIC OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
OF EXTROVERSION DIMENSION.SCORES

r'r

Normal:
Normal:
Anomie:
Anomic:

Tnvasion
No Invasion
Invasion
No Invasion

16.79
16.79
17.86
10.07

A NA LPS T S 07. \TAMANC E S _RY

SOURCE OF VARIANCE df

Anomia L9.45 19.45 2.9n*
Invasion .15 .16 .24
Anomia x Invasion .15 .15 .24
Within Cells 6.53

Total 35;%14 55

p< .1O



TABLE 9

CELL MEANS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
OF TRAIT ANXIETY SCORES

CELL _NS

CONDITION MEAN

Normal: Invasion
Normal: No Invasion
Anomic: Invasion
Anomic: No Invasion

34. Q6

37.64
44.57
46.93

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUNNARY

SOURCE OF VARIANCT3 df F

Anomia 1263.50 1 1263.50 19.14*
Invasion 92.50 92.56 1.40
Ariomia x Imdsion .62 1 .62 .01
Within Cells 3431.34 52 65.99

Total 470C-02 55

p < .05
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